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FIG. 2

(57) Abstract: A control system (40) is disclosed. The control system includes a first set of operator input devices (44) and a laser 
target (98) located on a first machine (32). The control system also includes a first laser measurement system (90) located on a 
second machine (30) and configured to measure a distance to the laser target. The control system further includes a communica
tions system (54) configured to selectively communicate a first mode of operation and a second mode of operation. In the first 
mode of operation, the second machine follows the first machine based on the measured distance. In the second mode of opera
tion, the second machine moves based on a signal from the first set of operator input devices.
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Description

SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING A MULTIMACHINE CARAVAN

Technical Field

The present disclosure relates generally to a control system, and 

5 more particularly, to a control system for a multimachine caravan.

Background

Mining and large scale excavating operations may require fleets of 

machines to transport excavated material, such as ore or overburden, from an area 

of excavation to a destination. For such an operation to be productive and

10 profitable, the fleet of machines must be efficiently operated. One way to

increase the efficiency of a fleet of machines is to reduce the number of operators 

required to operate the fleet by, for example, using autonomous or semi

autonomous machines.

A method of operating a semi-autonomous machine is disclosed in

15 U.S. Patent No. 7,277,784 (the ‘784 patent), issued to Weiss et al. The ‘784 

patent discloses a method of operating a manned harvester and an unmanned 

transport machine. The unmanned transport machine contains a control unit, 

connected to a receiving unit that is configured to receive position data from the 

harvester. The control unit operates the transport machine based on the position

20 data from the harvester and, for example, drives the transport machine parallel to 

the harvester.

Although the method of operating a semi-autonomous machine of 

the ‘784 patent may increase the efficiency of a fleet by reducing the number of 

required operators, the method may not be appropriate for operating a

25 multimachine caravan in an excavating operation. In particular, the method may 

be incapable of increasing the following machine’s engine power when, for
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example, traversing a grade. Furthermore, the method of communicating position data from a lead

machine to the following machine may be impractical for use with multiple unmanned machines

following a manned machine in series, for example, with a multimachine caravan traveling along a

haul road.

5 The present disclosure is directed to overcoming one or more of the shortcomings set

forth above.

Reference to any prior art in the specification is not, and should not be taken as, 

an acknowledgment or any form of suggestion that this prior art forms part of the common 

general knowledge in Australia or any other jurisdiction or that this prior art could reasonably be 

. 0 expected to be ascertained, understood and regarded as relevant by a person skilled in the art. 

Summary

In one aspect, the present invention is directed to a control system. The control 

system includes a first set of operator input devices and a laser target located on a first machine. The

. 5 control system also includes a first laser measurement system located on a second machine and 

configured to measure a distance to the laser target. The control system further includes a 

communications system configured to selectively communicate a first mode of operation and a 

second mode of operation. In the first mode of operation, the second machine follows the first 

machine based on the measured distance. In the second mode of operation, the second machine

!0 moves based on a signal from the first set of operator input devices.

In another aspect, the present invention is directed to a control system for a second

machine, comprising:

a laser measurement system located on the second machine, the laser measurement system 

configured to measure a distance to a first laser target located on a first machine; and

25 a communications system located on the second machine, the communications system

configured to selectively receive from the first machine:

a selection of a first mode of operation in which the second machine follows the first 

machine based on the measurement distance; and

a selection of a second mode of operation in which the second machine moves based on

30 control signals received from the first machine.

In yet another aspect, the present invention is directed to a method of operating a

first machine, comprising:

communicating, from the first machine to a second machine:
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a selection of a first mode of operation in which the second machine follows the first

machine based on a measured distance from a laser target locate on the first machine; and

a selection of a second mode of operation in which the second machine moves based on a

signal from a first set of operator input devices located on the first machine.

5 Described herein is also another method of operating a machine. The method

includes determining a distance and a direction to a target and communicating a control signal to the 

machine from a remote machine. The method further includes actuating at least one of a brake, 

acceleration, or steering control system of the machine based on at least one of the determined 

distance and direction or the control signal.

0 In yet another aspect, the present invention is directed to another method of

operating a machine. The method includes selecting a first mode of operation or a second mode of 

operation. In the first mode of operation, the method includes controlling the machine based on a 

determined distance and direction with respect to a lead machine. Controlling the machine based on 

a determined distance and direction includes measuring the distances between at least two lasers and

5 a laser target. In the second mode of operation, the
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method includes controlling the machine based on a signal received from the lead

machine.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of an exemplary disclosed

5 worksite;

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic illustration of a plurality of machines 

operable within the worksite of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a perspective schematic illustration of an operation of the 

plurality of machines of Fig. 2;

10 Fig. 4 is a right side view schematic illustration of another

operation of the plurality of machines of Fig. 2;

Fig. 5 is a right side view schematic illustration of another 

operation of the plurality of machines of Fig. 2;

Fig. 6 is a top view schematic illustration of another operation of

15 the plurality of machines of Fig. 2;

Fig. 7 is a top view schematic illustration of another operation of

the plurality of machines of Fig. 2; and

Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic illustration of an exemplary control

system for use with one of the plurality of machines of Fig. 2.

20 Detailed Description

Fig. 1 illustrates an exemplary worksite 10 with a fleet of 

machines 12 performing a predetermined task. Worksite 10 may include, for 

example, a mine site, a landfill, a quarry, a construction site, a roadwork site, or 

any other type of worksite. The predetermined task may be associated with any

25 work activity appropriate at worksite 10, and may include machines 12 generally

traversing the worksite 10. For example, the fleet of machines 12 may travel

from an area of excavation of an open pit mine 13 along a haul route 14 to a

processing region 16. In the open pit mine 13, another machine 22 may operate
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to excavate material, e.g., ore or overburden, and may load the excavated material 

into the machines 12. The machines 12 may carry a payload, e.g., the excavated 

material, when traveling from the open pit mine 13 to the processing region 16.

In an exemplary haul cycle, a payload may be loaded onto the machine 12, the

5 machine 12 may travel along haul route 14 from the mine 13 to the processing 

region 16, the payload may be unloaded from the machine 12, and the machine 

12 may travel along haul route 14 back to the mine 13 from the processing region 

16.

The machine 12 may be an off-road machine. The disclosed 

10 embodiment may be applicable to other types of machines such as, for example,

other earth moving machinery capable of carrying a payload. The disclosed 

embodiment may also be applicable to a mobile machine that performs some type 

of operation associated with an industry such as mining, construction, farming, 

transportation, or any other industry known in the art. For example, the machine

15 may be a commercial vehicle, such as a truck, crane, earth moving machine, 

mining machine, material handling equipment, farming equipment, marine 

vessel, aircraft, an excavator, a dozer, a loader, a backhoe, a motor grader, a 

dump truck, or any type of machine that operates in a work environment such as 

a construction site, mine site, power plant, etc.

20 Referring to Fig. 2, in order to reduce the number of operators

required for operation of the fleet of machines 12, it may be desirable for one or 

more unmanned machines 30 to follow a lead manned machine 32 in series to 

form a multimachine caravan. A control system 40 may be configured to affect 

control of the multimachine caravan for this purpose. The control system 40 may

25 include a primary operator input system 42, an auxiliary operator input system 

44, and a display 46, each located in a cab 47 of the lead manned machine 32.

The control system 40 may also include a laser measurement system 50 and an 

actuator system 52 mounted onboard each unmanned machine 30, and a 

communications system 54 for communicating signals between the machines 30,
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32. Although two unmanned machines 30 are shown in Fig. 2, it is contemplated 

that the multimachine caravan may include a single unmanned machine 30 or 

more than two unmanned machines 30.

The control system 40 may include a first mode of operation and a 

5 second mode of operation. In the first mode, the unmanned machines 30 may

follow a lead machine 32 without direct control from an operator (i.e. 

independent of input from the manned machine 32). Thus, the first mode may be 

useful, for example, when the machines 12 are traveling along the haul route 14. 

In the second mode, an operator may remotely control the unmanned machines

10 30 from the manned machine 32. The second mode may be useful, for example,

when the machines 12 are operating at the open pit mine 13 or the processing 

region 16.

The actuator system 52 may be any control system capable of 

receiving an electronic signal and actuating the steering, brake, acceleration, and

15 work implement control systems of the unmanned machine 30. For example, the 

actuator system 52 may be a drive-by-wire system, or another system known in 

the art. The actuator system 52 may additionally receive various input signals 

representative of the unmanned machine 30 system operating parameters 

including an engine speed signal from an engine speed sensor, a transmission

20 input speed signal from a transmission input speed sensor, and a transmission

output speed signal from a transmission output speed sensor. The sensors may be 

conventional electrical transducers, such as, for example, a magnetic speed 

pickup type transducer. These signals may be communicated to the manned 

machine 32 via the communications system 54 for display on display 46.

25 The communication system 54 may include communication

elements, mounted on each of unmanned machines 30 and manned machine 32, 

to communicate operating parameters between the machines. For example, the 

communication system 54 may communicate the selection of the first or second 

mode of operation from the manned machine 32 to the unmanned machines 30.
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In the first mode of operation, the unmanned machines 30 may communicate 

position and speed to the manned machine 32. In the second mode of operation, 

control signals for braking, steering, and acceleration may be communicated from 

the auxiliary operator input system 44 to the actuator systems 52 of unmanned

5 machines 30. The wireless communication system 54 may include a satellite data 

link, cellular data link, radio frequency data link, or other form of wireless data 

link.

The laser measurement system 50 may be mounted on unmanned 

machine 30 to determine the distance and direction to the next adjacent machine

10 12. The laser measurement system 50 may include a computer 86 connected to

four lasers 90, 92, 94, 96. The lasers 90, 92, 94, 96 may be configured to reflect 

off of a laser target 98 mounted on the rear of the next adjacent machine 12. The 

computer 86 may include one or more maps storing, for example, ranges of 

desired distances from the unmanned machine 30 to the laser target 98. The

15 computer 86 may include a number of conventional devices (not shown)

including a microprocessor, a timer, input/output devices, and a memory device. 

Numerous commercially available microprocessors can be configured to perform 

the functions of computer 86. It should be appreciated that computer 86 could 

readily embody a computer system capable of controlling numerous other

20 functions. Various other circuits may be associated with computer 86, including 

signal-conditioning circuitry, communication circuitry, and other appropriate 

circuitry as known in the art.

Referring to Fig. 3, the lasers 90, 92, 94, 96 may be mounted 

radially at intervals of approximately 90 degrees. In particular, laser

25 measurement system may include a pair of right and left lasers 90, 92,

respectively, generally aligned in the horizontal plane, and a pair top and bottom 

of lasers 94, 96, respectively, generally aligned in a vertical plane. In the first 

mode of control system 40, each laser 90, 92, 94, 96 may measure a distance 

between unmanned machine 30 and the target 98. Based on a difference
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measured between a pair of lasers 90, 92 or 94, 96, computer 86 may determine 

whether the target 98 is changing direction to the left or right, increasing or 

decreasing speed, or changing in elevation e.g., ascending or descending a grade. 

For example, the computer 86 may compare the measured distance to information

5 stored in one of its maps and determine that because the distance has increased or 

decreased compared to a previous or desired distance, the speed of target 98 has 

changed. With this information, the computer system 86 may communicate to 

the actuator system 52 that a change in direction, acceleration, or braking is 

necessary to follow the target 98 at a predetermined distance that may be stored

10 in one of its maps.

If the computer 86 calculates substantially equal distances 

between the target 98 and all four lasers 90, 92, 94, 96, the computer 86 may 

determine that the target 98 is traveling on a flat, straight grade. Referring to Fig. 

4, if the computer 86 calculates that the distance between the upper laser 94 and

15 the target 98 is less than the distance between the lower laser 96 and the target 98, 

the computer may determine that the target 98 is ascending up a grade and may 

communicate to the actuator system 52 that an increase in engine torque and/or 

speed may be required. Referring to Fig. 5, if the computer 86 calculates that the 

distance between the lower laser 96 and the target 98 is less than the distance

20 between the upper laser 94 and the target 98, the computer may determine that 

the target 98 is descending down a grade and prepare unmanned machine 30 for 

down shifting or brake engagement. Referring to Fig. 6, if the computer 86 

calculates that the distance between the left laser 92 and the target 98 is less than 

the distance between the right laser 90 and the target 98, the computer 86 may

25 determine that the target 98 is turning left. As a result, the computer 86 may 

initiate a left hand turn of unmanned machine 30 via actuator system 52.

Referring to Fig. 7, if the computer 86 calculates that the distance between the 

right laser 90 and the target 98 is less than the distance between the left laser 92 

and the target 98, the computer may determine that the target 98 is turning right
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and initiate a right turn of the unmanned machine 30 via actuator system 52. The 

computer 86 may also calculate the average of each of the distances between the 

lasers 90, 92, 94, 96, compare the distance to the desired following distance, and 

determine an increase or decrease in the speed required to follow the target 98 at

5 the desired distance.

It is further considered that the laser measurement system 50 may 

include lasers in configurations other than that described above. For example, the 

laser measurement system may include three lasers (not shown), the first two of 

which may be aligned in a horizontal plane and a third of which may be offset in

10 vertically from the first two. Thus, varying numbers of lasers may be configured 

to provide distance measurements similar to those described above, in a manner 

understood by those in the art.

A power source such as an electrical motor or a gasoline or diesel 

powered engine (not shown) may power the machines 12 as they move about the

15 worksite 10 (referring to Fig. 1). Referring to Fig. 8, the movement of the

manned machine 32 may be at least partially determined by the primary operator 

input system 42 located in the cab 47 of the manned machine 32. The primary 

operator input system 42 may include an acceleration control, a braking control, 

and a direction control. The acceleration control of the manned machine 32 may

20 include, for example, an acceleration pedal and/or a deceleration pedal connected 

to control the power source and/or an associated transmission to accelerate or 

decelerate the manned machine 32. The braking control of manned machine 32 

may include, for example, a brake pedal connected to a braking element to slow 

or stop manned machine 32. The direction control of the manned machine 32

25 may include, for example, a steering wheel, a joystick, or any other direction 

control known in the art configured to change the direction of the manned 

machine 32. It is contemplated that manned machine 32 may include any number 

of other components and features such as, for example, a traction device, an 

implement, or any other component or feature known in the art.
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The auxiliary operator input system 44 may be connected to the 

communications system 54 for communicating control signals to the actuator 

systems 52 (referring to Fig. 2) onboard unmanned machines 30. The auxiliary 

operator input system 44 and/or the primary operator input system 42 may

5 contain a toggle switch for selecting the first or second mode of operation. In 

addition, the auxiliary operator input system 44 may contain control inputs for 

acceleration, braking, direction, and implement control similar to those included 

in the primary operator input system 42. When the control system 40 is in the 

second mode, the outputs of the auxiliary operator input system 44 may be

10 communicated via the communications system 54 as a control signal to the 

actuator systems 52, of unmanned machines 30 to affect control thereof. The 

actuator systems 52 may actuate brake, steering, acceleration, and work 

implement systems based on control signal received from the auxiliary operator 

input system 44. In an embodiment where more than one unmanned machine 30

15 is used, the auxiliary operator input system 44 may include an additional control 

(i.e. a switch) for selecting one or more unmanned machines 30 to remotely 

control in the second mode. For example, based on a control signal from 

auxiliary operator input system 44, one unmanned machine 30 may remain 

stationary while another unmanned machine 30 is controlled to move about the

20 worksite 10.

Industrial Applicability

The disclosed method of controlling a multimachine caravan may 

be applicable to any fleet of machines. The disclosed method of controlling a 

multimachine caravan may increase the efficiency of the machine operation by

25 reducing the number of operators required to operate a fleet of machines.

Exemplary embodiments of the method of controlling a fleet of machines are

described below.

Referring to Fig. 1, machines 12 may traverse worksite 10 to

perform any operation associated with operation of worksite 10. Referring to
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Fig. 2, in order to reduce the number of drivers required to operate the machines 

12, one or more unmanned machines 30 may form a caravan to follow a manned 

machine 32. Thus, an operator in manned machine 32 may use auxiliary operator 

input 44 to place control system 40 in the first mode of operation and the

5 communication system 54 may communicate this mode of operation to the 

actuator systems 52 of unmanned machines 30.

In the first mode of operation, the laser measurement systems 50 

onboard unmanned machines 30 may reflect off of the laser target 98 onboard the 

next adjacent machine e.g., the machine 12 in front of it. In order to establish

10 contact, the operator of the manned machine 32 may position the unmanned 

machines 30 so that the lasers 90, 92, 94, 96 are in the line of sight of the target 

98 mounted on the next adjacent machine 12, for example, by engaging the 

second mode of the control system 40 and remote controlling the unmanned 

machines 30 into position. Each of the lasers 90, 92, 94, 96 may be used to

15 measure a distance from the unmanned machine 30 to the target 98. As discussed 

above, based on the differences in measured distances between each of the lasers 

90, 92, 94, 96 and the laser target 98, the computer 86 may calculate a direction 

and distance from the unmanned machine 30 to the target 98. The computer may 

compare the distance information to a desired following distance stored in one of

20 its maps and actuate the acceleration, braking, and directional control systems to 

maintain the desired following distance and direction behind the machine 12 on 

which the target 98 is mounted. Thus, the unmanned machines 30 may follow 

the manned machine 32 along a haul route.

While the control system 40 is in the first mode of operation,

25 various operating parameters may be communicated from unmanned machines 30 

to manned machine 32 via the communications system 54. For example, 

information regarding engine speed and distance of unmanned machine 30 to the 

next adjacent machine 12 may be displayed on display 46. In addition, the 

display 46 may display an indicator that each laser measurement system 50 is
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making distance measurements and/or a warning signal if the laser measurement 

system 50 fails to read a distance. If the laser measurement system 50 fails to 

read a distance, unmanned machine 30 may stop. If such a warning is displayed, 

the manned machine 32 may return to the location of the unmanned machine 30

5 to reestablish a link between the laser measurement system 50 and target 98.

When the manned machine 32 and the unmanned machines 30

reach the open pit mine 13 or the processing region 16, it may be desirable to 

place the control system 40 in the second mode of operation to initiate remote 

control of the unmanned machines 30. In the second mode, the operator may

10 stop the manned machine 32 and control one or more of the unmanned machines 

30 to move about the worksite 10 or use a work implement, for example to dump 

a load of ore or overburden. Thus, the operator may use the auxiliary operator 

input system 44 to place the control system 40 in the second mode and select one 

or more unmanned machines 30 to control remotely. The selected mode may be

15 communicated to the selected unmanned machines 30 so that the actuator 52 

actuates the acceleration, direction, braking, and implement control systems 

based on the control signal from the auxiliary operator input system 44.

It is further considered that in the second mode of control system 

40 the auxiliary operator input system 44 may be used to control other unmanned

20 machines at the worksite 10, for example, machine 22 (referring to Fig. 1). In

this embodiment, the machine 22 may also include a communication element and 

a drive-by-wire system (not shown) to facilitate remote control by the auxiliary 

operator input system 44 in a manner similar to that discussed above.

The disclosed system may be an inexpensive, effective solution

25 for reducing the number of operators required to operate a machine caravan. The 

control system may enable a single operator to navigate a fleet of machines in 

series along a haul route and remotely operate the fleet and/or other machines to 

load and unload materials. In addition, because no operator is required in the
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unmanned machine, the cab may be eliminated, substantially decreasing 

manufacturing cost of the machine.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various 

modifications and variations can be made to the disclosed control system for a

5 multimachine caravan. Other embodiments will be apparent to those skilled in 

the art from consideration of the specification and practice of the disclosed 

control system. It is intended that the specification and examples be considered 

as exemplary only, with a true scope being indicated by the following claims and 

their equivalents.
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Claims

1. A control system, comprising:

a first set of operator input devices located on a first machine;

5 a first laser target located on the first machine;

a first laser measurement system located on a second machine and configured to measure a 

distance to the first laser target; and

a communications system configured to selectively communicate:

a first mode of operation in which the second machine follows the first machine 

10 based on the measured distance; and

a second mode of operation in which the second machine moves based on a signal 

from the first set of operator input devices.

2. The control system of claim 1, wherein the first set of operator input devices 

15 includes controls for actuating at least one of a steering, braking, power, or implement system of the

second machine.

3. The control system of claim 1, further including a second set of operator input 

devices located on the first machine for controlling the movement of the first machine.

20

4. The control system of claim 1, wherein the laser measurement system includes at 

least three lasers configured to measure a distance to the first laser target.

5. The control system of claim 4, wherein:

25 a difference in the measured distance between two of the at least three lasers indicates a

change in a direction of the first machine with respect to the second machine; and

in the first mode of operation, the second machine follows the first machine based on the 

change in direction.

6. The control system of claim 1, wherein the laser measurement system includes at 

30 least two lasers configured to measure a distance to the first laser target.

7. The control system of claim 1, further including an actuator system located on the 

second machine and configured to actuate at least one of a brake control system, an acceleration 

control system, and a steering control system of the second machine.
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8. The control system of claim 7, wherein the actuator system is connected to at least 

one of the first laser measurement system and the communications system.

9. The control system of claim 1, wherein the communications system is configured to 

5 transmit the distance from the second machine to the first machine.

10. The control system of claim 1, further including an actuator system located on the 

second machine and configured to actuate at least one of a brake system, a power system, and a 

steering system of the second machine based on a control signal from at least one of the first laser

10 and the communications system.

11. The control system of claim 1, wherein in the first mode the second machine follows 

the first machine independent of input from the first machine.

15 12. The control system of claim 1 further including:

a second laser target mounted on the second machine;

at least one additional machine, wherein the additional machine includes a second laser 

measurement system configured to measure a distance to the second laser target; and

wherein the additional machine is configured to move based on the measured distance to the 

>0 second laser target and/or a signal from the first set of operator input devices.

13. The control system of claim 12, wherein the first set of operator input devices further 

includes a switch configured to selectively communicate the signals from the first set of operator 

input devices to the second machine and/or the at least one additional machine.

25

14. The control system of claim 1, wherein the selective communication of the first 

mode of operation and second mode of operation to the second machine includes communication of 

a selection of the first or second mode by an operator in the first machine.

30 15. A control system in accordance with any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

communications system is configured such that the communication of the first mode of operation is

from the first machine to the second machine, and the communication of the second mode of

operation is from the first machine to the second machine.
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16. A control system for a second machine, comprising:

a laser measurement system located on the second machine, the laser measurement system 

configured to measure a distance to a first laser target located on a first machine; and

a communications system located on the second machine, the communications system 

5 configured to selectively receive from the first machine:

a selection of a first mode of operation in which the second machine follows the first 

machine based on the measured distance; and

a selection of a second mode of operation in which the second machine moves based 

on control signals received from the first machine.

0

17. The control system of claim 16, wherein the laser measurement system includes at 

least four lasers configured to measure the distance to the laser target on the first machine.

18. The control system of claim 17, wherein a difference in the measured distance 

5 between two of the at least four lasers indicates a change in a direction of the first machine with

respect to the second machine.

19. A method of operating a first machine, comprising: 

communicating, from the first machine to a second machine:

0 a selection of a first mode of operation in which the second machine follows the first

machine based on a measured distance from a laser target located on the first machine; and

a selection of a second mode of operation in which the second machine moves based 

on a signal from a first set of operator input devices located on the first machine.

25 20. The method of claim 19, further including actuating at least one of a steering,

braking, acceleration, or implement control system of the second machine via the first set of 

operator input devices.

21. A method of operating a machine, comprising:

30 selecting a first mode of operation or a second mode of operation;

controlling the machine based on a determined distance and direction with respect to

a lead machine when in the first mode of operation that includes measuring the distances between 

at least two lasers and a laser target; and
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controlling the machine based on a signal received from the lead

machine when in the second mode of operation.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein controlling the machine based on a determined

5 distance and direction includes calculating a difference between two of said measured distances.

23. The method of claim 21, wherein controlling the machine based on a determined 

distance and direction includes:

increasing and/or decreasing an engine torque and/or speed based on a determined

0 difference in at least one of a distance, elevation, or direction;

actuating a steering control system based on a determined differences in direction; and 

actuating a braking control system based on a determined difference in at least one of a

distance, elevation, or direction.

5 24. The method of claim 21, wherein controlling the machine based on a determined

distance and direction with respect to a lead machine when in the first operation occurs 

independent of input from the lead machine.

25. The method of claim 21, further including controlling an additional machine

Ό based on a determined distance and direction of the additional machine with respect to the 

machine when in the first mode of operation.
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